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TumbleBooks contains fiction and
nonfiction ebooks for kids. It also features
a Language Learning area which contains
books in French and Spanish.
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What you need to use the TumbleBooks App:
• Your library card number (your full library card
number no spaces).
• Device: Computer/Tablet/Smart Phone
• You need a current Greenwood Library Card with
less than $5 account balance.
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If this is your first time:

You have never used TumbleBooks:
1. Install free TumbleBooks app from App Store.
2. Open TumbleBooks app.
3. Tap Library, then select USA and South
Carolina then Next. Select Greenwood County
Library and enter your library card number then
tap Log in!
4. That's it! You are ready to borrow ebooks!
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Unlimited Loans and/or Check Outs: There is no limit
to the number of books you can read on TumbleBooks
at once or over time. It’s completely unlimited!
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Story Books: Animated, talking picture books.
Read-Alongs: Early chapter books that are narrated with
highlighted text so kids can follow along.
eBooks: Full-length chapter books for kids from grades 2
to 6, ideal for independent reading.
Graphic Novels: Fantastic way to encourage readers of all
abilities and preferences to read in an exciting and
accessible way. Comics starring kid-favorites like Nancy
Drew, The Hardy Boys, The Smurfs, Lego Ninjago,
Geronimo Stilton, and MORE.
Non-Fiction: Features both animated story books and
longer length ebooks in reading levels from kindergarten
to 6th grade. Titles in subjects like health, science,
astronomy, biology, and nature.
Math Stories: From simple patterns and numbers, to
fundamentals of geometry and pi. Brings concepts from
math class into children’s daily lives.
Language Learning: Story books in Spanish and French,
ideal for both ESL students and second language students.
Videos from National Geographic: From wildlife profiles
to Exoplanet exploration, there is a video on almost every
subject.
Playlist: Playlists which include two or more
TumbleBooks, some are themed playlists, some are for
certain reading levels, and some are just for fun.
Puzzles & Games: Reinforces concepts from books
and allows for a fun and entertaining learning experience.
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To read or view:

1. Open TumbleBooks app.
2. Tap Category icon you would like.
3. Scroll up and down to browse the books or tap View All
4.
5.
6.
7.

Titles for complete list.
Tap on cover to see details.
Tap Read Online or Play Video.
The title will open.
Navigation tools will be on the side and bottom of the
screen.

To search for a title or author:
1. Open TumbleBooks app.
2. Tap on magnifying glass icon (upper right).
3. Type search word in Title, Author or

Subject blank box and tap Go.

If you have any Digital Library questions you
can call 864-941-4655.
Or you can ask at the Reference Desk, which is
upstairs at the Greenwood County Library.
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